online online). Note that this agent uses an indexical communication scheme. Supplementary Table S1 online online) are tested from four different initial configurations and started simultaneously. The communication outputs and agent movements for these four test runs are shown. 
Supplementary Equations
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from era 48 during run 7 is
Communication has yet to emerge. Note that ω in does not appear anywhere in the agent's governing equations. This is the run analyzed in the main text.
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from era 313 during run 7 is
Indexical communication has emerged. This is the run analyzed in the main text.
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from run 7 is
Symbolic communication has emerged, see Supplementary Table S1 online. Example behaviors can be found in Figs. 2, 3 and Supplementary Fig. S4 online. This is the symbolic agent analyzed in the main text.
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from run 1 is
Symbolic communication emerged, see Supplementary Table S1 online. Example behaviors can be found in Supplementary  Fig. S5 online.
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from run 5 is
Symbolic communication emerged, see Supplementary Table S1 online.
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from run 6 is
Symbolic communication emerged, see Supplementary Table S1 online. Example behaviors can be found in Supplementary  Fig. S6 online.
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from run 24 is
Symbolic communication emerged, see Supplementary Table S1 online. Note that this simulation run was done with θ t measured relative to "north" (+y direction), instead of relative to "east" (+x direction). All other simulation details remain unchanged.
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from run 33 is
The simplified and reduced evolved equation of the top agent from run 50 is Table S1 online. Example behaviors can be found in Supplementary Fig. S8 online.
